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Sound Quality
When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
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STEVEN TOSCHER, ESQ.
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STEVEN TOSCHER specializes in civil and criminal tax controversy and litigation. He is a Certified Tax
Specialist in Taxation, the State Bar of California Board of Legal Specialization, a Fellow of the American
College of Tax Counsel and has received an “AV” rating from Martindale Hubbell. In addition to his law
practice, Mr. Toscher has served as an Adjunct Professor at the USC Marshall School of Business since
1995, where he teaches tax procedure. He has also served on the faculty of the American Bar
Association Criminal Tax Fraud Program since 1998. He is a former Internal Revenue Agent with the
Internal Revenue Service and a trial attorney with the Tax Division of the United States Department of
Justice in Washington where he received its Outstanding Attorney Award.
Mr. Toscher is past-Chair of the Taxation Section of the Los Angeles County Bar Association and served as a member
of the Editorial Board for the Los Angeles Lawyer during 1996-1999. He is a member of the Accounting and Tax
Advisory Board of California State University, Los Angeles, Office of Continuing Education.
Mr. Toscher was the 2018 recipient of the Joanne M. Garvey Award. The award is given annually to recognize
lifetime achievement and outstanding contributions to the field of tax law by a senior member of the California tax
bar.
Mr. Toscher is a frequent lecturer to professional groups and author on civil and criminal tax controversy topics. He
is frequent contributor to the Los Angeles Lawyer, The Journal of Tax Practice and Procedure and Tax Management
Bureau of National Affairs. He is a co-author of “Tax Crimes,” Bureau of National Affairs - Tax Management,
Publication 636 2nd.Mr. Toscher received his Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting from the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas (with honors), and received his Law Degree from the University of San Diego (summa cum laude).Mr. Toscher
is a member of the State Bars of California, Nevada, and Colorado. Mr. Toscher has been a member of the Faculty of
the ABA Criminal Fraud Program for many years.
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MICHEL STEIN, ESQ.
Hochman Salkin Toscher Perez P.C.
9150 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300, Beverly Hills, California 90212
T: 310 281-3200|F: 310 859 5113|stein@taxlitigator.com
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MICHEL R. STEIN is a principal at Hochman Salkin Toscher Perez, specializing in
controversies, as well as tax planning for individuals, businesses and corporations. For
almost 20 years, he has represented individuals with sensitive issue civil tax examinations
where substantial penalty issues may arise, and extensively advised individuals on foreign
and domestic voluntary disclosures regarding foreign account and asset compliance
matters.
Mr. Stein is well respected for his expertise and judgment in handling matters arising from the U.S.
Government’s ongoing enforcement efforts regarding undeclared interests in foreign financial
accounts and assets, including various methods of participating in a timely voluntary disclosure to
minimize potential exposure to civil tax penalties and avoiding a criminal tax prosecution referral. He
has assisted hundreds of individuals who have come into compliance with their foreign reporting
requirements through the OVDP, Streamline or otherwise.
Throughout his career, Mr. Stein has represented thousands of individual, business and corporate
taxpayers involved in civil examinations and administrative appeals, tax collection matters as well as
with possible assertions of fraudulent conduct and in defending criminal tax investigations and
prosecutions at every administrative level within the IRS. He has litigated tax cases in the U.S. Tax
Court, the U.S. District Court, and various U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeal. He continues to provide tax
advice to taxpayer’s and their advisors around the world.
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CORY STIGILE, ESQ.
Hochman Salkin Toscher Perez P.C.
9150 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300, Beverly Hills, California 90212
T: 310 966-7806|F: 310 859 5131|stigile@taxlitigator.com
www.taxlitigator.com|www.taxlitigator.me
CORY STIGILE specializes in tax controversies as well as tax, business, and international tax. His
representation includes Federal and state tax controversy matters and tax litigation, including
sensitive tax-related examinations and investigations for individuals, business enterprises,
partnerships, limited liability companies, and corporations. His practice also includes complex
civil tax examinations, administrative appeals and tax collection proceedings (where he is
widely respected for achieving meaningful resolutions of difficult tax collection issues). Mr.
Stigile frequently writes and lectures on topics involving taxation.
His more recent speaking engagements include “Back to Basics on The Ethics of Federal Tax Practice: Best
Practices 101”. for the American Bar Association Tax Section, “The Administrative Tax Controversy Case from
Examination to Appeals” for the ABA Tax Section, “Tax Settlements – IRS Appeals, FTB Settlement Bureau
and CDTFA Settlement Section” for the Channel Counties Santa Barbara Discussion Group of CalCPA,
“Income Tax Update” for California State University, Los Angeles, “Tax Identity Theft” for the Taxation
Technical Committee of the Los Angeles Chapter of CalCPA, “Best Practices in ‘Settling’ Cases with the IRS
and FTB for the Glendale Estate Planning Counsel, the “IRS Audit Programs and Other Hot Tax Controversy
Issues” for the Santa Clarita Valley Discussion Group of the Los Angeles Chapter of CalCPA, “Updates on Civil
and Criminal Tax (Federal) for the Best of CLE program in Santa Monica, California, and the “Tips and Tricks
for IRS, FTB & SBE Settlements” panel at the Los Angeles County Bar Association Practitioner’s Conference.
He was also interviewed by Bloomberg Law regarding IRS Wealth Squad audits focusing on the super-rich.
Mr. Stigile was awarded the distinction of Super Lawyer Rising Star in 2012 through 2016, as recognized and
published in Los Angeles Magazine. He was also on the Planning Committee of the Annual UCLA Extension
Tax Controversy Institute and a member of the Western States Bar Association.
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Presentation Overview
• IRS Overview, Environment, Enforcement Information
• High Wealth / High Income Focus
• High Income Non-filer Focus
• Global High Wealth Industry Group
• New Global High Wealth Internal Revenue Manual
Provisions
• Wealth Squad IDR
• Current IRS Enforcement Priorities
• Controversy Practice Considerations / Best Tax Practices
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IRS Overview, Environment,
Enforcement Information

IRS Recent Developments
•

IRS Commissioner
•

•

•

Former Practitioner

Speech at AICPA National Tax Conf.
•

Respect for Both Sides /
Transparency

•

Enforcement (Attend Sentencings)

•

Traditional Tax Crimes

•

Informal Guidance

•

Working on TCJA Guidance

•

Identify Theft

•

Crypto Currency Warning

•

Technology

Subsequent Guidance Areas
•

People First

•

COVID-19 Relief FAQs
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IRS Environment
•

IRS Relationship with Congress and Budget

•

Democrat Controlled House, Republican Senate

•

2019 Shutdown

•

2020 COVID-19

•

2019 Record IRS Collections / 2020 Record Administration of COVID-19
Relief

•

Investigations/Examination from Taxpayers First Act, CAREs Act, Other
COVID-19 Relief

•

Reversal of trends in Budget / Morale / Attrition?
•

IR-2019-77 – Announcement of multi-year plan to:

•

Update, modernize IT systems

•

Effort focused on improved taxpayer services

•

Expanded cybersecurity and taxpayer data protections
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES
• Expanded use of soft notices and other non-audit
contacts (i.e. Letter 6336 for Microcaptive insurance
transactions)
• Aggressively target areas of significant risk
• Enhanced coordination with treaty partners and
international organizations
• All LB&I Counsel lawyers have been trained in the
fundamentals of international taxation
• Revise & enhance case selection procedures to better
identify high-risk transactions
13

CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES
• Continue focus on corporations, high-income
individuals, business income, and flow-through
entities (including GHW audits)
― LB&I teaming up with SBSE to increase coverage of high
income people

• Implement a comprehensive non-filer program.
• Increase criminal investigations of existing and
emerging high-risk areas.
• Identify & pursue promoters of tax schemes.
14

CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES
• Identify & pursue misuse of tax-exempt organizations
• Develop & implement a coordinated preparer plan
across the IRS and preparer community
• Diligently administer a system of preparer sanctions
• Leverage research to identify areas of abuse and noncompliance by return preparers
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High Wealth / High Income Focus

Internal Revenue Service
Operating Divisions

• Cross-Operating Division Approach to High
Income / High Net Worth Taxpayers
―Wage and Investment Division (W & I)
―Tax Exempt / Governmental Entities (TEGE)
―Large Business & International (LB&I)
―Small Business / Self-Employed (SB/SE)
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Internal Revenue Service
Operating Divisions

• Two examination/collection focuses:
―High Income Non-filers
―Global High Wealth
―LB&I Audits
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Why now? New High Wealth Focus Indicators

• New Report of Treasury Inspector General for Tax
Administration (“TIGTA”), May 29, 2020
― Title: “High-Income Nonfilers Owing Billions of Dollars are
Not Being Worked by the IRS”
― Note the sample set addressed by TIGTA was for periods 2014-2016

• 2015 TIGTA Report
― Title: “Improvements Are Needed in Resource Allocation
and Management Controls for Audits of High-Income
Taxpayers”

• Congressional Oversight (questions posed and
pressure)
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High Income Non-Filer Focus

IRS Response to TIGTA Report

• Highlights of Response to TIGTA report
― Written by SBSE Commissioner, Eric Hylton, May 7, 2020
― Former deputy chief of IRS Criminal Investigation

― Reference to Comm’r Rettig’s repeated emphasis at
conferences
― High income filers remain a major enforcement focus of the IRS

― Former budget limitations, and a thank you to Congress and
the Administration for new and continuing investment in
enforcement (budget increases)
― Examples of steps already taken
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IRS Response to TIGTA Report (cont.)

• Examples of steps already taken for high income non
filers
― Revenue Officer Compliance Sweeps (ROCS)
― Face to face engagement with taxpayers across all communities
― In 2020, focus on high-income non-filers (this was a noted exception
to cessation of most enforced collection under the People First
Initiative in response to COVID-19)

― 2018 SBSE Nonfiler Strategic Plan
― Efforts involve multiple functions including Collection,
Examination, and Criminal Investigation
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New Client (Previous Non-filer) Considerations

• Explanation of current year compliance obligations
― Explain different between tax payment and tax filing
obligations
― Explain estimated payments vs. withholding

• Consideration of prior year compliance
― Consider client’s engagement of attorney and potential
Kovel arrangement
― The IRS continues to mention cross referrals to CI.

• Review of potential refunds, NOLs, or other attributes
for prior years with no filings
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Global High Wealth
Industry Group

IRS Large Business & International Division (LB&I)
Former Industry Groups

• Communications, Technology, and Media
• Financial Services
• Heavy Manufacturing and Transportation
• Natural Resources and Construction
• Retailers, Food, Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare
• Field Specialists
• International Business Compliance
• Global High Wealth Industry Group, aka “Wealth
Squad”
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Upcoming Audits of High Income Filers?

• Expectation of several hundred examinations of high
net worth taxpayers beginning by this fall
• LB&I and TEGE Commissioner statements in June,
2020 at NYU conference
― LB&I Comm’r Douglas O’Donnell and TEGE Comm’r, Tammy Ripperda at
NYU Tax Controversy Forum. Other top Executives as well.
― Coordination between LB&I, SBSE, TEGE, and potentially Criminal
Investigation
― Description of enterprise level examinations, including tiered
partnerships, retirement plans, private foundations.
― Increased Data Analytics
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Executive Leadership and Enforcement Background
• IR-2019-137, July 31, 2019, Washington, “The IRS today
announced the selection of Eric Hylton to lead the Small
Business and Self-Employed (SB/SE) division and Tamera
Ripperda to lead the Tax Exempt and Government Entities
(TE/GE) division.”
• Tamera Ripperda background:
― Before becoming the Exempt Organizations Director in 2014, Tammy
served as the Industry Director, Global High Wealth in the Large
Business and International (LB&I) Division, where she was responsible
for overseeing the examination activities related to high wealth
individuals with global holdings and interests. Tammy also held
executive positions in various SB/SE operations, including Director of
Abusive Transactions and Technical Issues.
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Executive Leadership and Enforcement Backgrounds (cont.)
• IR-2019-137, Cont’d
• Eric Hylton, New SBSE Commissioner was the former deputy
chief of IRS Criminal Investigation.
― “Eric’s background in criminal investigation will be an asset working
with SB/SE leadership and focusing on civil enforcement strategies and
initiatives,” Rettig said.
― “On behalf of IRS Criminal Investigation, I want to congratulate Eric on
this important assignment and thank him for his years of commitment
to the IRS-CI mission,” said Don Fort, IRS Criminal Investigation Chief.
“I’m thrilled that this is not a farewell, but an opportunity to continue
to work together to move the IRS forward.”
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TCJA Compliance Campaign
• Broader in approach than other campaigns.
• Review of entirety of a tax return and thus give examiners the
authority to look beyond a specific issue.
• Encompasses review of impact of both TCJA and CARES act.
― Think about how these Acts impacted your high income
clients
• May include examinations, soft letters, and development of
future issue-based campaigns.
• Data Sharing
• Sharing information with tax agencies in other countries.
international counterparts
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Global Focus
• IRS-2020-33, February 19, 2020
― Joints Chiefs of Global Tax Enforcement (J5)
― Combined analytical ability of 5 countries.

• UK HM Revenue and Customs Department
― Increase in audits of high net worth individuals in UK
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Global High Wealth New
Internal Revenue Manual Provisions

Updated Global High Wealth IRM
• Internal Revenue Manual 4.52.1., Global High Wealth
Program Processes and Procedures, 12/26/19
• Material Changes
― Replaces Scope / Incorporates Internal Controls
― Update procedures for IDRs
― Updated procedures for field case closings
― Added record retention procedures
― Updated procedures for enterprise case examination plan
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GHW Program Scope and Objectives, IRM 4.52.1.1
• Purpose: Overview of GHW Program and procedures used by
GHW
• Audience:
― LB&I GHW employees responsible for case building and risk assessing;
― and GHW teams (and other teams) who are examining GHW enterprises
cases

• Policy Owner: Under Pass through entities (PTE) practice area
• Practice Owner: GHW is responsible for administration,
procedures, and updates
• Program Goals: Use limited resources to identify high wealth
taxpayers with the highest compliance risk in a consistent and fair
manner.
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GHW Background, IRM 4.52.1.1.1
• Holistic approach for high wealth taxpayer population
• Look at the complete financial picture of high wealth
individuals and the enterprises they control.
― “Key case” = Individual income tax return
― “GHW enterprise case” = Key case, plus related income tax returns
where the individual has a controlling interest and significant
compliance risk is deemed to exist.
― Interests in partnerships, trusts, subchapter S corporations, C
corporations, private foundations, gifts, and the like.

• Inter-operating division cooperation (i.e. TEGE / CI / SBSE)
• GHW consists of two functions:
― Workload Services (WLS); and
― Field examination groups.
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GHW Program Management / Review, IRM 4.52.1.1.4

• Reports and systems GHW uses to monitor GHW inventory
― The GHW Microsoft Access database
― Contains various reports WLS uses to track the status of the
enterprise cases that are in the GHW inventory
― E.g. enterprise cases that have been risk assessed, are ready to be
assigned, have been surveyed, have been assigned, etc.),
― IDRs that are associated with the enterprise cases,
― field feedback that is associated with the enterprise cases.
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GHW Program Management / Review, IRM 4.52.1.1.4
• Monitoring the status of enterprise cases in the GHW inventory
after they have been assigned to a field group
― Centralized Information System (A-CIS) Tracks the status of non-examined,
open and closed IRS audits recorded in Audit Information Management
System (AIMS).
― Examination Returns Control System (“ERCS”) is an inventory and time
management system used by SBSE, LB&I, TEGE, Headquarters (HQ) the
Return Preparer Office (RPO), Whistleblower Office and National Research
Program (NRP).

• Program Effectiveness review:
― WLS solicits feedback from the field groups about enterprise cases that have been
assigned to the field to gauge whether the right returns and issues are being selected
for examination.
― GHW reviews enterprise case examination results to gauge what types of issues are
the most productive to pursue.
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GHW Controls, IRM 4.52.1.1.5

• Program controls to oversee the GHW program:
― GHW periodically reviews which employees have access to
the various folders on the GHW shared drive to determine
whether they still need access. Access is revoked for those
employees who no longer need it.
― An employee who was involved in the case building and risk
assessment of an enterprise case in the GHW inventory is
not permitted to have any involvement in the examination
of that enterprise case.
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GHW Terms, IRM 4.52.1.1.6

Term

Definition

Case Building

Actions taken in WLS to secure tax returns, establish AIMS controls,
and use programs/systems to conduct taxpayer research.

Enterprise Case

Group of returns that will be worked together as one GHW case.
“Key case” individual taxpayer and related entities

GHW Toolkit

Zip file on the GHW shared drive that contains resources (e.g. audit
guides, sample IDRs, contact information, instructions, training
materials, etc.) examiners can use for GHW enterprise cases.

Risk Assessing

Actions taken in WLS to analyze tax returns and conduct research in
various programs/systems to identify potential issues that would
warrant an examination.

yK-1

yK-1 is an interactive link analysis tool developed by IRS
Research to discover and explore tax entities and their
relationships.
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GHW Population Identification, IRM 4.52.1.2
• What gets you into GHW from the list of wealthy taxpayers?
― Business and financial enterprises controlled by individuals with assets
or earnings in the tens of millions of dollars.
― LB&I Compliance, Planning and Analytics (CP&A) has primary
responsibility for overall coordination of the Annual Examination Plan
and workload identification.
― CP&A provides WLS with an initial listing of the high wealth taxpayer
population.
― CP&A then utilizes computations to determine the examination potential of
the enterprises controlled by high wealth individual taxpayers.
― Computations use Compliance Data Warehouse data and are used to
preliminarily assess the level of compliance risk on filed (or unfiled) returns.
― The returns with the highest risk indicators are further risk assessed by WLS
and potentially resulting in the enterprise being selected
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GHW Risk Assessment and Case Building, IRM 4.52.1.3
• Risk assessment process
― Review taxpayer forms and related data
― Identifying specific issues, observing trends
― Review of a yK-1 analysis to gain an understanding of the taxpayer
enterprise (Form 1040 and all related entities)
― During the risk assessment, large, unusual, or questionable items
(LUQs) are noted by WLS for consideration by field agents for all entities
in the enterprise that are determined to pose a risk of noncompliance.
― Related entities considered to be high risk are identified for inclusion in the
case building package.
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GHW Risk Assessment and Case Building, IRM 4.52.1.3
• WLS risk assessors determine whether the case will be included in
inventory ready for assignment.
• WLS builds enterprise case files for delivery to the field with all related
returns to be examined and other tax-relevant materials.
• Once assigned, a virtual case team folder is established on a secure shared
drive:
― Examination workpapers
― Examination-related materials.
― Forms 1040, 1065, 1120, 1120S, 1041, 990, 990PF, 990T, 706, 709

• Practice pointer. Compare to prior exams where Revenue Agents had
difficulty getting tax returns.
― Additional return requests sent to WLS.
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Additional GHW Work Sources, IRM 4.52.1.4
• Referrals
― Other business units.
― Referral form on GHW Webpage.
― Then subjected to risk assessment process.

• Whistleblower
• Issue Driven
― Significant impact to GHW population
― Technical specialists in international compliance
― Consider whether issues warrant a campaign

• Practice pointer – There are no random audits. Figure out why
the taxpayers is under examination. Compare efficiency to an
endless fishing expedition.
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Consolidated Enterprise Case Examination Plan
• IRM 4.52.1.10
― The Enterprise Plan is a compilation of the examination of an individual
taxpayer and the related entities comprising his/her financial
enterprise.
― Not to be disclosed or shared outside the IRS.
― These may represent various tax return filings, tax jurisdictions and
filing periods, which have common ownership or control.
― The taxpayer and the various related entities are risk assessed and an
Enterprise Plan is developed to consolidate the actions to be taken and
provide an overall risk for GHW management.
― Excel document that provides a roll-up of each examined return within
the enterprise and includes summaries of issues, time, and examiners
assigned for each return being examined.
― The Enterprise Plan should be prepared for every GHW enterprise case with multiple
separate taxpayers.
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Consolidated Enterprise Case Examination Plan
• IRM Exhibit 4.52.1-1
― Examination Plan Tax example information:
― Key case (i.e. the 1040 that is the key taxpayer)
― Individual/entity examination tab and risk analysis
― Issues
― Senior Revenue Agent notes on issues
― Examiner assigned to each issue
― Estimated time by issue by examiner
― Specialist involvement
― Counsel/Technical Specialist involvement
― Potential Adjustment amount
― 50% review comment – reasoning for continuing the issue or
not.
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LB&I Global High Wealth Industry Group
aka the “Wealth Squad”
• Unified, holistic look at the entire web of business entities
controlled by a high wealth individual to better understand the
entire economic picture of the entire and to assess the tax
compliance of that overall enterprise.
• Enterprise analysis of related trusts, private foundations, flow
thru entities, real estate investments, privately held
corporations, etc.
• Comprised of flow-through specialists, international
examiners, economists to identify economic trends, appraisal
experts to advise on valuation issues, and technical advisors
to provide industry or specialized tax expertise.
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LB&I Global High Wealth Industry Group
aka the “Wealth Squad”

• Designed to understand the sophisticated
financial, business and investment arrangements
of the taxpayer by taking . . .
• a unified, holistic look . . .
• at the entire web of business entities . . .
• controlled by a high wealth individual to . . .
• better understand the entire economic picture of
the enterprise and . . .
• to assess the tax compliance of that overall
enterprise.
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Purpose of the LB&I “Wealth Squad”
• unravel complex legal structures. . .
• behind sophisticated domestic and foreign
business and investment arrangements. . .
• that include trusts, real estate, royalty and
licensing agreements, privately held businesses,
partnerships, and other revenue-based and
equity sharing arrangements, etc.
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LB&I Wealth Squad examination teams
include . . .
• flow-through specialists,
• international examiners,
• economists to identify economic trends,
• appraisal experts to advise on valuation issues,
and
• technical advisors to provide industry or
specialized tax expertise.
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Wealth Squad IDR as an IRS
Information Source

LB&I Wealth Squad
Information Document Requests (IDR)
for year(s) under examination

• Reconcile all adjustments to all original and amended returns
and explain each adjustment.
• Identify all sources of your income, including who paid it and
how it was paid.
• Identify all of your assets, tangible or intangible, owned
directly or indirectly, inside and outside the U.S.
• Identify all liabilities owed, directly or indirectly, by you or any
entity you controlled, inside and outside the U.S.
• Identify all assets transferred and/or sold to your children or
other relatives.
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Global High Wealth Industry Group
aka the “Wealth Squad”
• Unified, holistic look at the entire web of business entities
controlled by a high wealth individual to better understand the
entire economic picture of the entire and to assess the tax
compliance of that overall enterprise.
• Enterprise analysis of related trusts, private foundations, flow
thru entities, real estate investments, privately held
corporations, etc.
• Exam teams comprised of flow-through specialists,
international examiners, economists to identify economic
trends, appraisal experts to advise on valuation issues, and
technical advisors to provide industry or specialized tax
expertise.
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Wealth Squad IDR
• Provide complete copies of the tax preparation workpapers, including
adjusting trial balances, tax mappings, and closing adjustments used to
prepare your return.
• Provide copies of all tax opinions received impacting any return under
examination.
• For any assets (tangible or intangible) you sold or transferred from the
U.S. to any foreign person or entity or vice versa, indicate each asset sold
or transferred, the value at the time of sale or transfer, and describe how
the value was determined. Provide copies of any appraisal or reports
received that indicate how the value was determined.
• Identify any properties that you directly or indirectly leased or rented.
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Wealth Squad IDR (cont.)
• Provide copies of all organizational charts (including all tax
organizational charts) of any related entity.
• Identify any asset transferred and/or sold utilizing estate
planning to reduce potential estate tax obligations, including
Family Limited Partnerships (FLPs), Living Trust Agreements,
Grantor Retained Annuity Trusts (GRATs), Private Foundations
(PFs), Community Foundations (CFs), Donor Advised Funds
(DAFs), Qualified Personal Residence Trusts (QPRTs), Charitable
Remainder Trusts (CRATs) and/or Intentionally Defective
Grantor Trusts (IDGTs).
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Wealth Squad IDR (cont.)
• Detail any fees you paid with regard to tax or estate
planning including the amount paid, provider who
received the fee, description of the planning that was
done for the fee, whether a confidentiality agreement
was signed, and copies of any marketing materials
received with regard to the planning.
• Indicate whether you had an interest or signatory
authority over a foreign financial account with assets
in excess of $10,000 and provide copies of FBARs.
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CURRENT IRS
ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES

CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES
•

Crypto Currency – 1031 Changes / Personal Property Treatment /
Omissions

•

State Tax Deductions / Charitable Deductions

•

Placed into Service Dates
•

Aircraft

•

Qualified Property

•

Accumulated Earnings Tax (lower corporate tax rate)

•

Section 199A – Reasonable Compensation Amounts (Wage Allocation)

•

Foreign Bank Account and Foreign Informational Reporting (still?)

•

Potential Abuses of COVID-19 Relief

•

CARES Act / TCJA
•

NOL Carryforward/Carryback (recall 2008/2009) and interrelation
with Section 199A

•

Interest Expense
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (cont.)
• Awareness of changing economics of business (i.e.
losses in 2020 due to COVID-19)
• Mortgage Interest Limitations, IRC §163(h)(3)
―Acquisition & refinance indebtedness
• §1031 Like-kind Exchanges
―45-Day Rule - Treas. Reg. §1.1031(K)-1
―Not like-kind interests
―Replacement property not held for investment
―States looking at sourcing of gain on disposition
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (cont.)

• Real Estate Dispositions
― Verifying the amount realized for the property

• Verifying the adjusted basis of the property
― Final Year Returns - Ensuring the proper recapture of items
when a negative capital account exists

• Real Estate Professional
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (cont.)
• Employment Taxes and Worker Classifications
― 6,000 NRP examinations focused on issues including worker
classifications, executive compensation and fringe
benefits (See IRS VCSP)
― Mandatory IRC §6694 Consideration

• S-Corporations
― Built-in-gains tax with emphasis on asset valuations for the
C-Corp assets on S-Corp conversion
― Salary Compensation for S Corp Officers
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (cont.)
• Partnership Interests
― Sales of Partnership Interests - Percentage interests are
properly reflected, income is properly recognized on
distributions of installment notes, and that debt
cancellation is correctly reported
― General income & expense items reported on partners'
returns, including proper reporting from K-1
― Significant increase in the filings of partnership returns
• NOL Carry forwards
― Verification of losses incurred in the down economy of
2008-2015 (Overlay of CARES Act)
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (cont.)
• Estates and Trusts
― Valuations and discounts associated with closely-held entities and
properties
― Fractional interests
― Sales that occur close to death
― Under-funded marital trusts and over-funded bypass trusts upon the
death of the surviving spouse

• Foreign Source Earnings and Bank Accounts
― FBAR Reporting Requirements
― April 15, automatic extension to October 15
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES (cont.)
• Tax Exempt Entities - Revised Form 990
―Executive compensation (upper management and
key employees) - Reasonable?
―Conflicts of interest & Donor-Advised Funds
• Non-Filers
• Schedule C Taxpayers & “Cash Intensive” Businesses
• Return Preparers & Advisors
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COVID-19 Considerations /
Best Practices

IRS Exams – COVID-19 Considerations
• Digital Signatures (even Forms 872)
― Acceptance of Digital Signatures that use encryption techniques to
provide proof of original and unmodified documentation
― tiff, jpg, jpeg, pdf, Microsoft Office suite, or Zip (pdf with e-fax).

― Taxpayer/Representative must include a statement
― The attached [name of document] includes [name of taxpayer]'s valid
signature and the taxpayer intends to transmit the attached document
to the IRS."
― [Name of taxpayer] consents to sending/receiving [name of documents]
― Varying levels of consent with Revenue Agents
― Revenue Agents and Appeals Officers permitted to receive and send
documents via email in certain circumstances (efax still preferred)
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IRS Exams – COVID-19 Considerations (cont.)
• Statute of Limitation Extensions, Form 872
― Timing of audit cycle given delays from COVID-19
• Considerations of NOL Carrybacks/Carryforwards
― Think not only of audit year, but potential loss carryovers
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When Problems are Likely to Occur
in a Tax Practice
• Inappropriate reliance on:
― Information provided by the taxpayer
― Unreasonable factual assumptions
―Did you act in good faith?
― Positions in returns prepared by others
• Inability to control client expectations
― Objective view of the facts
― Overly aggressive clients
― Professional relationship compromised
― Failure to limit nature and scope of your representation . . .
in writing
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Audit Best Practices / Problem Areas
• Lack of diligence in representation, pre and during the audit
― Failure to inquire re additional facts

― Failure to discover contrary legal authorities
― Failure to adequately prepare - review large, unusual or
questionable items in the return, prior year returns
― Review potentially applicable IRS Audit Technique
Guidelines (ATG)
― Failure to identify sensitive issues or “patterns” over
multiple years
• Failure to cooperate with the examiner in a timely manner
― Audit need not be an adversarial process
― Maintain appearance of reasonableness throughout
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Audit Best Practices / Problem Areas (cont.)
• Lack competence to handle representation
• Conflicts of Interest
― Inadequate new client review procedures
― Knowing and intelligent conflict waiver?

• Failure to inquire re foreign asset reporting requirements
(FBAR, Form 8938, etc.)
― If in doubt, recommend filing ?
― April 15, with automatic six-month extension to October 15, for tax
years beginning after 12/31/2015
― Potential FBAR civil penalties of (i) $10,000 per year for non-willful
violations, or (ii) Up to 50% of the aggregate account value, per year, for
willful violations
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When Problems are Likely to Occur
in a Tax Practice
• Inadequate return disclosures – Don’t be cute!
― Form 8275 / 8275-R, Rev Proc 2016-13

• Remote relationship with client
― Meet in person (“make eye contact”) when asking important questions
re return preparation or pre-examination

• Termination of client relationship
― Failure to return client records and documents
― Failure to terminate IRS authorization

• “Tax season” deadline - pressure to file return
― Rush to prepare returns - intention to amend later when additional
information is available . . . but fail to amend return
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IRC §7216 - UNLAWFUL DISCLOSURES

Return preparers who “knowingly or recklessly”
make “unauthorized disclosures or use” of
“information furnished in connection with the
preparation of an income tax return” are subject
to criminal sanctions (i.e., imprisonment!)
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